Global tender for purchase of laser for existing confocal microscope

GTE Exemption based on OM No. 4/1/2022-PPD(pt) (Item number: 263)

The Argon laser must have the following specifications:
1) The laser must be of at least 15 mW at 457 nm wavelength, 80 mW at 488 nm wavelength, 100 mW at 514 nm wavelength and an overall 300 mW power of multi-line wavelength. The wavelengths specified can vary +/- 1 nm. Similarly, powers specified can vary +/- 5 mW.
2) Include appropriate power supply and all necessary electrical cables.
3) The laser should be compatible with existing Leica confocal microscope.
4) It is the responsibility of the vendor to install on site.
5) Warranty must be at least two years.

Terms and Conditions:
1. The 2-cover system will include:
   a) The technical bid must include technical specifications of the instrument along with commercial terms and conditions included by masking only the price of the components. Bill of materials, brochures, technical datasheets, and any other document may be enclosed to help in the evaluation of the technical bid. Please also include terms for warranty and any other information on upgradation terms in the technical bid.
   b) The commercial bid must include the price of the instrument in Indian/Foreign currency indicating break up of:
      a. Price (CIP, Bangalore). Applicable Custom Duty will be borne by the Institute.
      b. Installation, commissioning and training charges, including any incidental expenses, if any
      c. Agency commission charges, if any
      d. Provide certificates for country origin of manufacturing
   c) Both the Technical and Commercial bid should be put in separate sealed envelopes. These should together be placed in another envelope, sealed and subscripted “Bid for Laser for existing Confocal Microscope. Attention: Prof Namrata Gundiah, Mechanical Engineering, Indian Institute of Science”. Tender should reach us on or before 17:00 hours on 23-Feb-2024.
2. The vendor should have a good track record of having previously supplied lasers in India or abroad (please furnish details).
3. Either the OEM directly or their authorized Indian representative can participate in the bidding.
4. The payment will be done upon delivery, in case of Indian Rupees, for the goods against the purchase order.

5. Lead time for the delivery of the equipment should not be more than three months from the date of receipt of purchase order or two months from the date of receipt of purchase order (whichever is earlier).

6. The validity period of the quotation should be three months.

7. Import code (HSN code) of the items should be indicated.

8. If the goods are found to be defective, they will have to be replaced or rectified at the cost of the supplier within one month from the date of receipt of written communication from us. If there is any delay in replacement or rectification, the warranty period should be correspondingly extended.

9. The purchaser reserves the right to accept or reject any bid and to annul the bidding process and reject all bids at any time to award of construct without thereby incurring any liability of the affected bidder or bidders.